The Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA), in partnership with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans), will start construction on the I-405 Improvement Project in early 2018.

Parents/guardians can find information on construction activities by checking the I-405 Improvement Project Interactive Map.

octa.net/405map

Si prefieres recibir información en español, por favor llame a Evelyn French al (951) 972-2591.

Nếu bạn thích để nhận được thông tin này trong tiếng Việt, xin vui lòng liên hệ với Gia Ly (888) 662-6569.
Notes for Teachers and Parents

The Orange County Transportation Authority (OCTA) in partnership with the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) will start construction on the I-405 Improvement Project in early 2018.

What are the Improvements?
The I-405 Improvement Project will improve 16 miles of the I-405 and will include:

> One new regular lane in each direction
> Two Express lanes in each direction
> New, replaced and widened bridges
> Interchange reconfigurations
> Merge lane improvements
> New and replaced soundwalls
> New bike lanes and sidewalks

How Will This Affect Me?
This project may have impacts both on and off the freeway in surrounding cities. During construction, some bridges will be taken down and replaced. Improvements to the bridges and ramps may require detours and cause traffic delays. Once construction starts, drivers are encouraged to sign up for project info on our website to stay informed about alternate routes and be patient with construction workers and fellow commuters.
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Let's help the kids travel to and from school safely
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www.octa.net/405improvement
Help this safe worker find all 18 bridges that will be replaced during the I-405 Improvement Project.
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**SAFETY FIRST! CROSSWORD**

**DOWN**
1. Stay alert while walking or riding your bike and avoid using distracting devices such as ___________ phones and mp3 players.
2. Vandalizing construction signs and equipment in any way is against the ___________.
3. Always be alert and never listen to loud ___________ while walking near construction zones.
4. You should never enter a ___________ zone, even if construction has stopped for the day.
5. When walking near construction zones, always stay on the ___________ and use designated crosswalks.

**ACROSS**
4. The safest way to cross the street near construction sites is by using designated ___________.
6. Slow down and follow ___________ that tell you where to walk or ride your bicycle safely.
7. ___________ colored signs and cones are used to warn you of possible hazards.
8. It is never ok to take a ___________ cut and walk through a construction site to save time.
9. You should never walk, run or ___________ in construction zones or near construction equipment.

STOP

www.octa.net/405improvement
Draw a line to connect the scrambled sign to the correctly written sign:

- **RDOA LDOSCE EAHAD**
- **SLOW TRAFFIC AHEAD**
- **TRDUOE**
- **RIGHT LANE CLOSED**
- **GIHTR AELN CSLEOD**
- **ROAD CLOSED AHEAD**
- **SWLO FCTAFRI AAEDH**
- **DETOUR**

**CAN YOU SPOT ALL OF THE DIFFERENCES?**
An upside down triangle informs drivers to YIELD. This means that you let other drivers go first until there is a clear and safe time to continue driving.

Horizontal rectangle signs are meant to give drivers guidance.

Diamond shaped signs are typically warnings to let drivers know there are hazards ahead.

These signs let drivers know they are approaching a stop sign.

Yellow traffic signs mean CAUTION!

Red means STOP! Red traffic signs let drivers know that they need to stop or that their vehicle is not allowed to enter.

Now that you know so much about safety signs, keep these workers safe by using the correct colors on their safety signs.